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MISPLACED OBJECTS
Migrating Collections and Recollections
in Europe and the Americas
BySilvia Spitta
"When people migrate, thingsmigrateas well, and the sagaof this endless
migrationglittersthroughout Misplaced Objects, Silvia Spitta's brilliantstudy
of the intermingling ofNew and Old World clutter. In her category-bending
analysis, Spitta argues that New World exotica upset European certainties
andcreated newriftsin Western classifications. Hermarvel-filled bookprobes
the ways in which the loose and unruly objects gathered during conquest
andcolonization transformed thejigsawofmodernity into curiosity cabinets,
nineteenth-century scientific practices, Barnum's sideshows, and the modern
museum."

-Patricia Yaeger, editor of PMLA and author of Dirt andDesire:
Reconstructing Southern Women1 Writing, 1930-1990

Joe R. and Teresa Lozano Long Series in
Latin American and Latino Art and Culture

137 b&w and color photos • $50.00 cloth

BLOCKADING THE BORDER AND HUMAN RIGHTS
The EI Paso Operation that Remade
Immigration Enforcement
ByTimothy J. Dunn
"How on earth did the UnitedStates end up deploying tens of thousands
of armedpersonnel to defend a borderwith a friendly nation that poses no
conceivable military threat and which is, in fact, a close ally and trading
partner? In thisfascinating- case study, Timothy Dunnshows that it all began
in 7992 with a successful lawsuit that Mexican Americans broughtagainst
the Border Patrol to end discriminatory enforcement practices in EI Paso,
Texas. . . . Dunn's brilliant analysis is essential to understanding the origins
ofa flawedborderpolicy. ...This bookshouldbe required reading forpolicy
makers and thepublicalike. "

-Douglas S. Massey, Henry G. Bryant Professor of Sociology and Public Affairs, Princeton
University; president of the American Academy of Political and Social Science and past president

of the American Sociological Association; lead author of BeyondSmoke and Mirrors: Mexican
Immigrationin an Eraof EconomicIntegration

Inter-America Series
Howard Campbell, Duncan Earle, and John Peterson, Editors

$50.00 cloth

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN CENTRAL MEXICO,
1500-2000
ByHugo G. Nutini and Barryl. Isaac
"Thisbookshould beenlightening for anyone interested in theclass structure
ofLatinAmerica. . . . The scholarship is breathtaking, drawingupona huge
quantityofsources in Spanish and English, as wellas upontheauthors'own
personal knowledge spanning manyyears ofengagement in Mexico. . . . This
bookhasnoequalinitsfield. Nootherbookapproaches thecomprehensiveness
of thiswork, nor theclarityand reliability of its arguments. "

-Robert M. Laughlin, Curator Emeritus, Smithsonian Institution

20 b&w photos, 3 maps • $60.00 cloth
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DIVIDING THE ISTHMUS
Central American Transnational Histories,
Literatures, and Cultures
ByAna Patricia Rodriguez
Ana Patricia Rodriguez offers a comprehensive, comparative, and
meticulously researched book covering more than one hundred years,
between 1899 and 2007, of modern cultural and literary production and
modern empire-building in Central America. Monumental in scope and
relentlessly impassioned, this work offers new critical readings of Central
American narratives and contributes to the growing field of Central
American studies.

4 b&w photos • $55.00 cloth

VEILED BRIGHTNESS
AHistory ofAncient Maya Color
ByStephen Houston, Claudia Brittenham, Cassandra
Mesick, Alexandre Tokovinine, and Christina Warinner
Veiled Brightness reconstructs what color meant to the ancient Maya. By
using insights from archaeology, linguistics, art history, and conservation,
the book charts over two millennia of color use in a region celebrated for
its aesthetic refinement and high degree of craftsmanship.

The William and Bettye Nowlin Series in Art, History, and Culture of the Western Hemisphere
24 colorphotos, 25 b&wdrawings,2 maps. $60.00 cloth

THE FIRST NEW CHRONICLE AND GOOD GOVERNMENT
On the history ofthe world and the Incas up to 1615
ByFelipe GuamanPomade Ayala
Translated and edited by Roland Hamilton
An authoritative, annotated English translation from the original
manuscript of one of the best sources for understanding the culture
of the Incas and the first century of colonial Peru.
Joe R.and Teresa lozano long Series in latin American
and latino Art and Culture
12 colorand 146 b&willustrations • $65.00 cloth

BALLADS OF THE LORDS OF NEW SPAIN
The Codex Romances delos Seiiores dela Nueva Espaiia
Transcribed and translated from the Nahuatl
by John Bierhorst
This authoritative transcription, translation, and commentary on a
sixteenth-century Nahuatl codex is one of only two principal sources
of Aztec song and a key document in the study of Aztec life in the
century after the conquest. In Bierhorst's expert translation and inter
pretation, Ballads of the Lords of NewSpain emerges asa song of resis
tance by a conquered people and the recollection of a glorious past.
The William and Bettye Nowlin Series in Art, History, and Culture of the Western Hemisphere
$65.00 cloth
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Consolidating Mexico's Democracy
The 2006Presidential Campaign
in Comparative Perspective
edited by Jorge I. Dominguez, Chappell Lawson,
and Aleiandro Moreno

"This book could not be based on stronger grounds
in terms of the data employed, the top quality of the
scholarly contributions, and the subject matter itself: the
hardest fought, most closely contested, and perhaps high
est stakes elections in Mexico's history."

-Francisco E. Gonzalez, author of Dual Transitions from
AuthoritarianRule: Institutionalized Regimes in Chileand
Mexico, 1970-2000
$35.00 paperback

Democratization by Elections
A New Mode ofTransition
edited by Staffan I. Lindberg

Featuring contributions by leading scholars of democracy,
original research, and worldwide and country-specific
data on elections and democracy, this collaborative explo
ration of the effect of elections on democratic transitions
represents the cutting edge of comparative democratiza
tion studies.
$30.00 paperback

Edge of Cdsis
1Var and Trade in the Spanish Atlantic, 1789-1808
Barbara H.Stein and Stanley J. Stein

Continuing the approach in Silver, Trade, and war
and Apogee ofEmpire, Barbara and Stanley Stein detail
Spain's ad hoc efforts to adjust metropolitan and colonial
institutions, structures, and ideology to the pressures of
increased competition in the Old and New Worlds.
$75.00 hardcover

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
1-800-537-5487 • www.press.ihu.edu
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MATTHEW RESTALL
"Restall has given us a full-blooded portrait
of a historically important and interesting
corner of the colonial world. In addition to
his focus on the African-origin population of
the Yucatan, Restall provides a full-scale,
detailed, and eloquent social history of the
entire region, demonstrating the ways in 
which his 'black middle' population was
embedded in the larger society. The archival
sources are truly impressive, expertly handled,
and deployed with smart critical discussion."

-Eric Van Young,
University of California, San Diego

$65.00 cloth

The Black Middle
Africans, Mayas~ and Spaniards in
Colonial Yucatan

Rebellion Now and Forever
Mayas, Hispanics, and Caste War
Violence in Yucatan~ 1800-1880

TERRY RUGELEY
This book charts the origins and progress of
two generations of seemingly endless violence
and political instability, set against the back
drop of Yucatan, Mexico.
$65.00 cloth

YOVANNA PINEDA
Industrial Development in
a Frontier Economyis pio
neering microanalysis of
59 Argentinean corpora
tions between 1890 and
1930 that explains
Argentina I s failure to
develop an efficient manufacturing sector,
even as countries in similar circumstances sue
cessfully rnodernized.
Social Science History
$55.00 cloth

-Edward E. Telles,
Princeton University, author of

I<::····.·.·".,::.·:.L'"',H..-v in AnotherAmerica: The Significance of
Skin Color in Brazil

$75.00 cloth

li<ltla(:e and Classification
Case of Mexican America

I···.·,·,'::.··::,.·· ..... rt.r t o rt by ILO NA KATZEW
SUSAN DEANS-SMITH
a Preface by

LLiAM B. TAYLOR
"This useful and enlighten
ing book covers an historical
and geographic arc that can
only be covered in an edited
volume. The combination of
original essays on race and
caste in the colonial period
and the Mexican experience

1.'--------' in the u.S. is unique, as is
the dialogue between visually oriented essays
and social-historical analysis. Raceand
Classification is at once an original contribu
tion to the field and a careful synthesis of a
widely dispersed literature."

-Claudio Lomnitz,
Columbia University

$65.00 cloth

R. BAI LEY
"Stanley R. Bailey haswritten
the most accurate and impor
tant book on racial attitudes
in Latin America. Based on
representative data of the
Brazilian population and sys
tematic empirical research,
Professor Bailey shows us
that North American theories

1'.,<:·· 1 ..... r'l'~l'll identity and racial group interests find
1«.<.ht-t-IAC'n ...' .... rv .. t- in Brazil, where the African ori-
I/<gltl population is nearly three times as large as
1'·,::< Tn~F{n the United States. Anyone interested in
1< understandmg race writ-globally should read
L:<.<...,. ...'.... .,."..-~v.., of Rqce."
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START A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TODAY-GET ONE FREE ISSUE

FOR THE

INDEPENDENT
MIND

"The Independent Review does not
accept pronouncementsof government
officials nor the conventional wisdom at
face value. "

-John R. MacArthur, Publisher, Harper's

For even greater savings, subscribe online and pay now to
receive 2 free issues. That's 6 issues for the price of4.

The INDEPENDENT REVIEW
A Journal ofPolitical Economy

www.independenrreview.org review@independenr.org
100 Swan Way, Oakland, CA 94621-1428 • 800-927-8733 • 510-568-6040 (fax)
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Cloth • $45.00
978-0-8229-4384-6

256 pp. • 104 Illustrations

Paper • $27.95
978-0-8229-6043-0 • 304 pp.

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS

NEW FROM PITTSBURGH

Muralism
without Walls
Rivera, Orozco, and Siqueiros in
the United States, 1927-1940

by ANNA INDYCH-LOPEZ

"Examining exhibitions and
works by Los Tres Grandes,
Indych-L6pez brilliantly shapes a
new vision of the relationship
between cultural nationalism
and pan-Americanism on both
sides of the U.S.-Mexico border."

- Esther Gabara, Duke University

The Politics of
Motherhood
Maternity and Womens Rights
in Twentieth-Century Chile

by JADWIGA E. PIEPER MOONEY

"In a remarkably readable book,
Pieper Mooney places the politics
of motherhood and reproductive
rights in twentieth-century Chile in
a transnational context, analyzing
how Chilean physicians and politi
cians appropriated ideas about
population control from abroad."

- Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt,
University of Maryland

800.621.2736 www.upress.pitt.edu
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Claims Policy: Domestic and non-U.S. claims for missing issues must be received within
90 days of the publication date. Issues returned "undeliverable" are available for re
shipment at cost of new postage.

Latin American Research Review is indexed and/or abstracted in Academic Index, Academic
Search Premier, Arts & Humanities Citation Index, America: History and Life, Anthropological
Literature, CSA Worldwide Political Science Abstracts, Chicano Index, Current Contents, Elsevier
Bibliographic Databases, Film Literature Index, Geographical Abstracts, Hispanic American Peri
odicals Index, Historical Abstracts, InternationalBibliography of the Social Sciences, PAIS, Science
DirectNavigator, Social Science Citation Index, and Social Sciences Index.

For information on LARR-on-Line, visit the LARR website (http://lasa.international.pitt
.edu/LARR/index.asp).

Copying BeyondFair Use: Authorization to photocopy items for the internal or personal use
of specific clients is granted by the Latin American Studies Association, provided that the
appropriate fee is paid directly to the Copyright Clearance Center. Prior to photocopying
items for educational classroom use, please contact the Copyright Clearance Center, 222
Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923, (978) 750-84091 http://www.copyright.com/ccc/
home.do. To request permission for other kinds of copying, such as copying for general
distribution, for advertising or promotional purposes, for creating new collective works, or
for resale, kindly write to the Latin American Studies Association, University of Pittsburgh,
416 Bellefield Hall, Pittsburgh, PA. 15260. You may contact LASA by phone (412-648-7929)
or fax (412-624-7145) or email (lasaespitt.edu).

Instructions to Authors: See the LARR home page for submission information (http://lasa
.international.pitt.edu/LARR/index.asp). Address all correspondence to the Executive
Editor, LatinAmericanResearch Review,LARR Editorial Office, McGill University, Peterson Hall
Room 238 3460 McTavish St., Montreal, Quebec·H3A 1X9, Canada. Manuscripts should be
unpublished in any language and should not be under consideration for publication by
any other journal. Please submit all submissions electronically to Iarr.editorialeemcgill.ca.
All material should be typed double-spaced, with notes separately at the end of the manu
script. Manuscripts should not exceed 10,000 words, including references, notes, and tables!
figures. Please provide a word count including footnotes, endnotes, and references. Papers
that significantly exceed the 10,OOO-word limit will not be considered for review. Tables
and figurative material should be kept to a minimum. Each page should be counted as the
equivalent of 250 words to be included in the overall word count. Include an abstract of not
more than 250 words. For all matters of style, especially format for footnotes and reference
lists, please consult the LARR website's Style Guide.

LARR is published three times. a year, Spring/Summer/Fall by the Latin American Studies
Association. All views or conclusions are those of the authors of the articles and not neces
sarily those of the editors, the Latin American Studies Association, the University of Pitts
burgh Press, the University of Pittsburgh, or the University of Pittsburgh System.

Change ofAddress:Standard A Postage Paid at Ann Arbor, MI. POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to Latin American Studies Association, University of Pittsburgh, 416 Bellefield
Hall, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

Editorial and production services for LARR are provided by the University of Pittsburgh
Press, Eureka Building, Fifth Floor, 3400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

© 2009 by the Latin American Studies Association, University of Pittsburgh, 416 Bellefield
Hall, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. All rights reserved.

Visit our website at: http://lasa.international.pitt.edu/eng/LARR/index.asp.

@ The paper used in this publication meets the minimum requirements of the American
National Standard for Information Sciences-Permanence of Paper for Printed Library Ma
terials, ANSI Z39.48-1984.
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION

President, JOHN COATSWORTH, Columbia University
VicePresident, MARIA HERMINIA TAVARES DE ALMEIDA, Universidade de sao Paulo
PastPresident, ERIC HERSHBERG, Simon Fraser University
Treasurer, KEVIN J. MIDDLEBROOK, University of London

ExecutiveCouncil
JONATHAN HARTLYN, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
TERESA VALDES, Centerfor the Study and Development of Women
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ROBERTO BLANCARTE, Colegio deMexico
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KIMBERLY THEIDON, Harvard University
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JAVIER CORRALES, Amherst College
NINA GERASSI-NAVARRO, Tufts University
MILAGROS PEREYRA-ROJAS, University of Pittsburgh
PHILIP OXHORN, McGill University

The LatinAmericanResearch Review is the official journal of the Latin American Studies
Association and is published to achieve greater and more systematic communication
among individuals, institutions, and organizations concerned with scholarly studies
and disseminating knowledge relating to Latin America.

The LatinAmericanResearch Reviewwas founded with the support of contributions from
a number of sponsoring institutions acknowledged in past issues of LARR, and from a
supplementary grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation (for LARR Online).

Membership in the Latin American Studies Association includes a subscription to
the Latin American Research Review. Dues for calendar year 2008 and three-year rates
are listed below. Checks for membership should be made payable to LASA and sent
to LASA, 416 Bellefield Hall, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. Pay
ment may be in the form of a check in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank, a·money
order in U.S. dollars, or a traveler's check in U.S. dollars with signatures on both lines
made out to LASA. LASA also accepts Visa and MasterCard. To become a member
or renew your membership online, please visit http://lasa.international.pitt.edu/
membership_new.html. Membership forms can also be obtained by contacting our
office-telephone (412) 648-7929; fax (412) 624-7145; e-maillasa@pitt.edu

Institutional Members (nonprofit), $180.00; Institutional Members (profit), $300.00.
Latin American Institutions (nonprofit), $85, Latin American Institutions (profit), $150.
Other Foreign Institutional Members (nonprofit), $200; Other Foreign Institutional
Members (profit), $320. Regular Members (scaled to personal income); under $20,000,
$35.00/$105.00; $20,000-29,999, $45.00/$135.00; $30,000-39,999, $56.00/$168.00; $40,000
49,999, $68.00/$204.00; $50,000-64,999, $81.00/$243.00; $65,000-74,999, $95.00/$285.00,
over $75,000, $110.00/$330.00. Joint members (two members at the same mailing address
will receive only one copy of LARR and other LASA publications): add $32.00/$96.00
to dues for member with the higher income. Student Members, $27.00; Latin American
residents living permanently in Latin America or the Caribbean, under $20,000, $27.00;
$20,000 and over, $40.00. (Amounts aftera "/" arefor the 3-yearoption.)
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